He was behind grade at least one year in both of these subjects. The recommendation that he be promoted into the fourth grade was based upon the boy's general competency and the expectation that with clinic teaching he would be brought up to grade. His clinic teacher reported that Robert was unable to spell such simple words as "wave," "cheer," and "sail." He paid no attention to sounds and made no attempt at phonic analysis. His reading was slow and inaccurate. He had no drill in synthesis. He looked at a word and guessed from its general formation as to what it was. He read "nailed," "sailed." His comprehension of reading material confirmed the report of his teacher that Robert was good in "solid" reading. The method employed in teaching Robert to read up to this time had been the word and sentence method. Consequently, the boy was without any knowledge of the phonic concepts. He showed the usual symptoms of those who have been taught by this method and have failed to profit by it. He knew difficult words but failed on small ones. His analytic discrimination for small differences had not been trained. During the first eleven weeks the progress made was not great. Some progress was made in the development of the fundamental concepts of reading and spelling but the judgment of his teachers was that he needed much drill in phonics and word analysis if his reading and spelling were to improve sufficiently to allow him to succeed in the higher grades.
The greatest difficulty experienced with Robert was due to his lack of motivation. He scored low on effort. His persistence was poor; it was difficult to keep him continually at his task. He gave all the appearance of the boy who had never been held down to a specific task. During the second semester the teaching was con- '' through'' for '' thought,"
'' build'' for '' built,"
" know''
for "known," "nearly" for "early," "brought" for "bought," "he" for "we," "the" for "a," "it" for "at. Lester's difficulty appeared to be that while he had a correct auditory image of the word, e.g., kind, and understood its meaning, his kinaesthetic imagery was faulty, for he had never been able to send to the memorial area the correct motor image of the letter k.
He was thrown into such mental confusion when called upon to make the difficult sound that all the other sounds in the syllable or word were pronounced incorrectly. He 
